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brings together empirical studies of the internal cohesiveness of political party groups in european parliaments and the
leadership behavior that leads to disciplined parties in parliament in sections on theories and definitions the westminster
model established continental european systems newly emerging systems and parliamentary discipline and coalition
governments chapters originated as papers presented at a spring 1995 workshop held in bordeaux france annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or this text examines the interaction and contention between party leaders and mps
to study the underlying structure of party unity this work examines the relationship between party leaders and members of
parliament in britain canada australia and new zealand showing how the two sides interact and sometimes clash this book
previously published as a special issue of the journal of legislative studies asks why legislative unity is one of the
distinguishing features of modern political parties canadians often see politicians as little more than trained seals who
vote on command and repeat robotic talking points politicians are torn by dilemmas of loyalty to party versus loyalty
to voters whipped examines the hidden ways that political parties exert control over elected members of legislatures
drawing on extensive interviews with politicians and staffers across canada award winning author alex marland explains
why members of parliament and provincial legislators toe the party line and shows how party discipline has expanded into
message discipline this book exposes how democracy works in our age of instant communication and political polarization
whipped is a must read for anyone interested in the real world of canadian politics how important are political parties in
motivating and disciplining elected officials using a difference in discontinuity design we study how shocks to incumbents re
election probabilities affect legislative behavior in a setting where parties fully control candidate selection we find that
within session variation in lame duck status has a strong negative effect on the probability of showing up in parliament to
vote we find however no clear evidence that lame duck status affects the extent to which legislators deviate from the
party line our findings align well with the citizen candidate framework where candidates have fixed ideological positions
that do not vary based on electoral incentives ������������� ��������������������������������������
�� ��������������������������� �� �� �������� ��� �� � ��� � ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� � ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� � �� ������ ������������� ����������������������������
�� ������������ ������������ ����������������������������� ������������� ��������� �����
��� �������������� ���� ����������� ���������������������������� ��������������� �������
��������� functioning of the court 4����������� ������������ ���������� ����������������������
���������������� ������������� ���������������������� in june 2015 canada s truth and reconciliation
commission released 94 calls to action that urged reform of policies and programs to repair the harms caused by the indian
residential schools decolonizing discipline is a response to call to action 6 the call to repeal section 43 of canada s
criminal code which justifies the corporal punishment of children editors valerie michaelson and joan durrant have brought
together diverse voices to respond to this call and to consider the ways that colonial western interpretations of
christian theologies have been used over centuries to normalize violence and rationalize the physical discipline of children
theologians clergy social scientists and first nations inuit and m�tis leaders and community members explore the risks that
corporal punishment poses to children and examine practical non violent approaches to discipline the authors invite
readers to participate in shaping this country into one that does not sanction violence against children the result is a
multifaceted exploration of theological debates scientific evidence and personal journeys of the violence that permeated
canada s residential schools and continues in canadian homes today together they compel us to decolonize discipline in
canada this volume presents a detailed empirical analysis based on a large cross national data collection covering the
entire post war period from 1945 to 1999 ������������������������� �������� ������� ���� ����� �3�
��������������� this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant ��� ���������������� ��� ������������������������������ ������������������������
��������������������� ����������� ����������� ��������������� ���������������� ��������
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����������������� �������������������������� ������������ ����� ����������������� �����
����������� ����������������������� �������������� despite the severity of the global economic crisis
and the widespread aversion towards austerity policies neoliberalism remains the dominant mode of economic governance in
the world what makes neoliberalism such a resilient mode of economic and political governance how does neoliberalism
effectively reproduce itself in the face of popular opposition states of discipline offers an answer to these questions by
highlighting the ways in which today s neoliberalism reinforces and relies upon coercive practices that marginalize discipline
and control social groups such practices range from the development of market oriented policies through legal and
administrative reforms at the local and national level to the coercive apparatuses of the state that repress the social
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forces that oppose various aspects of neoliberalization the book argues that these practices are built on the pre existing
infrastructure of neoliberal governance which strive towards limiting the spaces of popular resistance through a set of
administrative legal and coercive mechanisms exploring a range of case studies from across the world the book uses
authoritarian neoliberalism as a conceptual prism to shed light on the institutionalization and employment of state
practices that invalidate public input and silence popular resistance parliamentary government s continuity is rooted in
enduring principles such as citizen representation and accountability to the legislature but parliamentary systems have
evolved in response to changes in the societies they govern and in citizens views about democratic practices in this title the
authors demonstrate how in their respective countries parliamentary governments have combined stability with the
capacity to adapt to such changes they provide analyses of reforms to parliamentary institutions and governance in
canada the united kingdom australia new zealand and south africa the authors address issues of representation the move
to a proportional electoral system in new zealand the unsuccessful attempt to establish a domestic head of state in
australia and the reform of the british house of lords and demonstrate that citizens increasingly want legislative
institutions to more closely reflect the societies they serve to discuss responsiveness the governance of indigenous
communities and their place within the broader society in canada and new zealand are examined this book the author
addresses the following issues how and to what effect judicial action has changed since the adoption of the charter both
at the national level and in quebec howjudges seek to reconcile particular groups claims with the sense of community
integral to a free and democratic society the implications of these and other developments for interest group advocacy
particular within parliament and means of strengthening the voice of under represented groups within elected institutions
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brings together empirical studies of the internal cohesiveness of political party groups in european parliaments and the
leadership behavior that leads to disciplined parties in parliament in sections on theories and definitions the westminster
model established continental european systems newly emerging systems and parliamentary discipline and coalition
governments chapters originated as papers presented at a spring 1995 workshop held in bordeaux france annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Party Discipline and Parliamentary Politics 2009-03-26

this text examines the interaction and contention between party leaders and mps to study the underlying structure of
party unity

Party Discipline and Parliamentary Politics 2009

this work examines the relationship between party leaders and members of parliament in britain canada australia and new
zealand showing how the two sides interact and sometimes clash

Cohesion and Discipline in Legislatures 2006

this book previously published as a special issue of the journal of legislative studies asks why legislative unity is one of
the distinguishing features of modern political parties

Cohesion and Discipline in Legislatures 2003

canadians often see politicians as little more than trained seals who vote on command and repeat robotic talking points
politicians are torn by dilemmas of loyalty to party versus loyalty to voters whipped examines the hidden ways that
political parties exert control over elected members of legislatures drawing on extensive interviews with politicians and
staffers across canada award winning author alex marland explains why members of parliament and provincial
legislators toe the party line and shows how party discipline has expanded into message discipline this book exposes how
democracy works in our age of instant communication and political polarization whipped is a must read for anyone
interested in the real world of canadian politics
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how important are political parties in motivating and disciplining elected officials using a difference in discontinuity design
we study how shocks to incumbents re election probabilities affect legislative behavior in a setting where parties fully
control candidate selection we find that within session variation in lame duck status has a strong negative effect on the
probability of showing up in parliament to vote we find however no clear evidence that lame duck status affects the
extent to which legislators deviate from the party line our findings align well with the citizen candidate framework where
candidates have fixed ideological positions that do not vary based on electoral incentives
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in june 2015 canada s truth and reconciliation commission released 94 calls to action that urged reform of policies and
programs to repair the harms caused by the indian residential schools decolonizing discipline is a response to call to action
6 the call to repeal section 43 of canada s criminal code which justifies the corporal punishment of children editors
valerie michaelson and joan durrant have brought together diverse voices to respond to this call and to consider the
ways that colonial western interpretations of christian theologies have been used over centuries to normalize violence
and rationalize the physical discipline of children theologians clergy social scientists and first nations inuit and m�tis
leaders and community members explore the risks that corporal punishment poses to children and examine practical non
violent approaches to discipline the authors invite readers to participate in shaping this country into one that does not
sanction violence against children the result is a multifaceted exploration of theological debates scientific evidence and
personal journeys of the violence that permeated canada s residential schools and continues in canadian homes today
together they compel us to decolonize discipline in canada

La Composition Des Cours Constitutionnelles 1997-01-01

this volume presents a detailed empirical analysis based on a large cross national data collection covering the entire
post war period from 1945 to 1999
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this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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despite the severity of the global economic crisis and the widespread aversion towards austerity policies neoliberalism
remains the dominant mode of economic governance in the world what makes neoliberalism such a resilient mode of economic
and political governance how does neoliberalism effectively reproduce itself in the face of popular opposition states of
discipline offers an answer to these questions by highlighting the ways in which today s neoliberalism reinforces and relies
upon coercive practices that marginalize discipline and control social groups such practices range from the development
of market oriented policies through legal and administrative reforms at the local and national level to the coercive
apparatuses of the state that repress the social forces that oppose various aspects of neoliberalization the book
argues that these practices are built on the pre existing infrastructure of neoliberal governance which strive towards
limiting the spaces of popular resistance through a set of administrative legal and coercive mechanisms exploring a range
of case studies from across the world the book uses authoritarian neoliberalism as a conceptual prism to shed light on
the institutionalization and employment of state practices that invalidate public input and silence popular resistance

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates 1881

parliamentary government s continuity is rooted in enduring principles such as citizen representation and accountability to
the legislature but parliamentary systems have evolved in response to changes in the societies they govern and in citizens
views about democratic practices in this title the authors demonstrate how in their respective countries parliamentary
governments have combined stability with the capacity to adapt to such changes they provide analyses of reforms to
parliamentary institutions and governance in canada the united kingdom australia new zealand and south africa the
authors address issues of representation the move to a proportional electoral system in new zealand the unsuccessful
attempt to establish a domestic head of state in australia and the reform of the british house of lords and demonstrate
that citizens increasingly want legislative institutions to more closely reflect the societies they serve to discuss
responsiveness the governance of indigenous communities and their place within the broader society in canada and new
zealand are examined
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this book the author addresses the following issues how and to what effect judicial action has changed since the
adoption of the charter both at the national level and in quebec howjudges seek to reconcile particular groups claims
with the sense of community integral to a free and democratic society the implications of these and other developments for
interest group advocacy particular within parliament and means of strengthening the voice of under represented groups
within elected institutions
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